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Expert and amateur investors can both benefit from the Forex trading strategy. Having access to 24

hour information and trading schedules gives investors knowledge and insight to make trades

throughout the day. The site offers loads of information and links for further research. Foreign

currencies have long been a hot trading platform for serious investors and now their strategies are

available to everyone. A free trial account allows traders to experiment while learning new trading

techniques without taking any unnecessary risk.
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I have been hearing a lot about FOREX trading and how people were making money through this so

of course it caught my attention. I did not want to pay a lot of money to learn about this just in case it

was too good to be true or it was too complicated for me. This book seemed like a good introductory

course so I could get my feet wet and see if this is something for me . So far I am very intrigued and

have learned a lot of valuable information. The book paints a realistic picture and Im not expecting

to get rich overnight but I am confident that If I continue to read, study and implement the

information shared in the book I will be able to start trading in the near future. Overall this is a great



book for anyone interested in Forex trading.* I was offered this product at a discount in exchange for

my honest and unbiased review*

This is a great book. I wish I read I before I started trading stocks. It reinforced a lot of things I did

successfully and had many other strategies there. This book is knowledge, it is not filled with stuff

you will never used. If you read these books it will give you so many ideas on how to trade stocks

and forex. It goes into strategies and ways of thinking. If you want to be a successful trader, reading

these books are worth it. They are easy to read and very well written. These books are not a waste

of time. Spend the time and read them. I highly recommend them. I was able to read these books

for free in exchange for my honest review. This is a box set. 3 books- you have a lot to read and

reread but, you can read all 3 books in about 2 to 3 hours if you are a good reader and taking your

time.

This book has tons of information that is all need to know if you're getting into forex trading, I tried it

for a while and made so e good money real quick, however I also made mistakes and lost a lot of

money really really quick! It's dangerous no doubt! The only problem I had reading this was I'm

using an iPad on older jail broken software and I couldn't download the kindle app. I had to find

where the book I purchased was hiding, I do wish it was a bit easier to load up and read. I don't

want to update my software just to easily read! But that is a problem with  and not this book! This

book was honestly great information! And highly reccomended!I was given the chance to review this

book for free to Ginsberg an honest and unbiased review!

Ironically, my husband and I were literally talking about looking into this type of investing the day

before I came across this Kindle read. If you know nothing about Forex Trading like me, then this is

a good start to get introduced to Forex Trading and what its all about. I enjoyed reading learning

about it and I thought this was a great place to start! I received this product at a discount in

exchange for my honest review.

Good read, keeps a good flow going throughout the entire book and has a ton of useful info.If you

are into learning about Forex trading, I recommend this book for sure.I did receive this book at a

discount in trade for an honest review and I would let you all know if it was crap. :) It is not.So if this

was helpful to you, please click the yes button below :)



A boxed set that actually addresses what it advertises! These books are very good at presenting the

information you need. What is FOREX, how many different things can you trade and how many

different ways can you trade? Techniques that are used as well as lingo used in this line of work. If

you're not familiar with trading, this is a very educational boxed set. It teaches you the essentials of

day trading and explains the difference between the professionals and the "hobbyists". The book

does not condemn hobbyists and instead seems to make it's goal highlighting how to trade safely

and effectively. It's not promising to get rich quick over night. But it is illustrating how you might

make a few extra dollars here and there if you're active and willing to invest. Remember that it takes

money to make money and be realistic as to the risks. These books will illustrate that for you very

clearly.Disclaimer: I was given a digital copy of this boxed set in exchange for a fair and honest

review. The opinions expressed here are mine alone and I have not been further compensated for

sharing my opinion.

I knew a friend that did forex trading many years ago and was a little successful with it. She had no

book to read and was blindly going into it. This book is very educational and I look forward to trying

it myself based on tips found in this book. I received this book for free in exchange for my honest

review.
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